IPRO 311

//delivering the Intranet Mediator to USHMM/

// CHALLENGE //

Our main challenge this semester was to make the Intranet Mediator attractive and user friendly. The Intranet Mediator was created in previous semesters, but few people knew about it or used it. We saw an opportunity to deliver the Mediator for public usage.

// OBJECTIVES //

- Redesign the User Manual.
- Redesign the poster for the Mediator.
- Design and create a mobile exhibition for IPRO day.
- Create a movie regarding the Holocaust to show in the display.
- Perform user studies to identify problems in the Mediator.

// TEAMWORK //

Cooperation and teamwork allowed all of us to complete our team goals this semester.

We worked efficiently as a team as well as sub-groups to transform the Mediator into a public-friendly search engine.

INITIAL SITUATION:
- Intranet Mediator developed, but not understood well

brainstorming and searching for ways to promote mediator

CURRENT SITUATION:
- User friendly and attractive Mediator

Team Leader: Jordan Wilberding
Team Members: Joseph Carbon, Dan Olive, Carolanne Rife, Chi Tam, Josh Oster, Oye Olatunde, Susana Odriozola